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Don't miss our live online Tsiyon Meeting at Tsiyon.Net tonight, featuring:

From Eliyahu
Consider this:
Over the last couple of months we've been examining the amazing prophetic
book of Daniel that foretells so much about the very times we are living in and
moving deeper into. If you've missed any of that its all in the Fast Track at
Tsiyon.Net with a clickable graphic on the homepage. Just click and watch it all for
free. Daniel foretold the rise of the globalist totalitarian power the people of the
world are being confronted with as I write. According to Daniel, this great reset of
the world system will gel into a global government with a dictatorial ruler more

oppressive and all-invasive in the lives of all humanity than the world has ever
seen in any merely human ruler. This can only happen through the marriage of
modern tech and satanic empowerment - and millions of aware people around the
world are getting the first full taste of the deadly results of that potent brew right
now.
Through Daniel, YHWH makes it very clear for us in Daniel's prophecy that a
tipping point has been reached in which we are now living, from which there is no
going back. Where we are now headed, through this decade, is described by
Daniel in these words: “At that time ... there shall be a time of trouble, such as
never was since there was a nation even to that same time.." Daniel 12:1
Messiah Himself spoke of that very time, saying: "For there will be trouble then
worse than there has ever been from the beginning of the world until now, and
there will be nothing like it again! Indeed, if the length of this time had not been
limited, no one would survive; but for the sake of those who have been chosen, its
length will be limited." Matthew 24:21-22 CJB

Yes, a great "trouble" is on its way unlike any the world has ever seen before. The
Greek word Messiah is quoted as using here is translated in many Bibles as
"great tribulation" and in some as "great oppression."
The word is G2347 - θλίψις - thlipsis
The Thayer Definition is:
1) a pressing, pressing together, pressure
2) metaphorically oppression, affliction, tribulation, distress, straits
The core meaning of the word is indeed "oppression." How is it possible to have a
greater oppression than the Babylonians, the Greeks, or the Romans brought
upon the world? Even greater than all dictatorial communist governments or even
the Nazis? How is it possible for a global power to arise that is uniquely able to

oppress the entire world of humanity on a level never before seen in the history of
the world?
You already know the answer: AI, facial recognition, satellite tracking, instant
global communications, electronic surveillance of every person, genetic
manipulation, bio-tech, nanotech - and the list goes on. Yes, all of that tech could
be used for good and sometimes is. However, the potential of all of that tech and
more in the hands of an evil global elite with the wealth and the resources to
command it all - that is more powerful than magic, and is often indistinguishable
from it. Don't fool yourself into thinking the common people will stop this Great
Oppression from happening. Its written in the Book and it must happen!
Due to the unusual oppression now rising globally as part of the program to
condition the world population for the global government, more and more
believers are starting to see that we are headed toward the Great Oppression of
Scripture - and not a few of them are feeling intimidated by that very possibility.
"How" they wonder "can we possibly stand in the face of an evil globalist regime
with such terrible unprecedented powers to oppress?" The answer to that
question is given for us in the form of an example in Daniel chapter 3.
This is not a Sunday School lesson. It is training for the remnant directly from the
Throne! Don't let the beast take you by surprise! Join me tonight at Tsiyon.Net at
8:00 PM CST at our live online Tsiyon meeting and learn how you can face the
beast - and win!
Blessings and good health to you!
Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org

PS - Join us for Tsiyon Academy next week!

Remember this: he who sows sparingly will also reap sparingly.
He who sows bountifully will also reap bountifully. 2 Corinthians 9:6
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